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About This Game

Run or Die is a fast paced Endless Runner that focuses on movement based abilities (and a huge Ion Cannon)! Players must
make decisions in the blink of an eye and react quickly in order to make their way through a hazardous city environment where

every run is different! Can you make it to the Lab to save Flow?

Warning: Run or Die is not a casual game!

Features:

Tight controls

The R.O.D Suit which gives you access to 5 different Abilities

Native Controller Support

3 Playable Characters (including a catdog)

Over 170 handcrafted maps

Day & Night Cycle
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Endless Mode

Daily Runs in which players from all over the world run through the exact same city layout and have one shot a day to
grab the highest score

Training Mode, hone your skills to prepare for the run

Challenge Mode, collect all the Intel and reach the goal

User Created Challenge Map Support

Steam Workshop Integration for easy sharing of User Created Challenge Maps

Online Highscores to compare your score with the rest of the world

Pixel Art crafted with love

Music by Vidboy & Lifeformed

Steam Achievements

A quick restart button (trust us, you will love that one)

“I’m waiting for you at the Doc’s lab! Come! Quickly!”

P.S.: Run or Die is only available in English, but there are no refined English skills required to understand and enjoy the game.
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I was an early bird to this game, and bought it in the first week.
Played it for many hours as you can see, but there was so many bugs from the beginning and the game was costly at the time.

After nearly 3 years now, this game still has the same bugs:
-Opening the map is slow as hell. How can they STILL not fix this?!?!
-The map loads POI's, Needzones, etc slower than Google Maps on an smoke signal network...
-The Map NEVER remembers the last position it was closed at.
-Map mission zones needs "movement" to display (zoom or move map).
-Maps on Multiplayer take nearly 3 seconds to open....WTF>?!?
-Animals still teleport vast distances or through mountains.
-Animals still do the Moonwalk against a tree non-stop
-Animal transitions are still janky as hell and has never been smooth
-Binoculars opened and then fast travelling STILL keeps the binocular HUD on screen.

There is so many more bugs, and they JUST DON'T get fixed...
I buy every DLC, and hope the added patch would fix issues, but Expansive worlds are pretending now that they are like EA,
and don't give a \ud83d\udca9, and rather push out content, instead of squashing bugs.

I felt especially frustrated now, because they add more and more bugs with their features, which costs me Diamonds and this
game already cost so much in patience.

The developers just ignore the playerbase and continues pushing out features, and ignores fixes.

I'm done, I recommend NOT buying this game, even patient people will get impatient with this mess now.... This game is
incredibly fun, has a solid learning curve and gets more difficult as you continue throughout. Has a nice casual aspect but also
adds the ability to speed run if your into that kinda thing.. It is a fun game and runs fine also.. Well, it's pretty.
The mobs\/creatures\/bandits aren't terribly over powered.
The crafting system is . . .still in development I assume. If it's not then well, you should probably not buy this. But I am going to
assume that things like roofing will be added at some point, that sulfur wont be a smeltable ingot, and various other bits. It's very
much incomplete so far as crafting, and some how mixes medieval with sci fi, which I don't really agree with, but hey.
The game play for the most part is smooth, easy to figure out.
There is a lot of potential here and updates seem pretty regular. I look forward to where this will be in a year or two.
It could certainly use herbalism, alchemy, a more advanced blacksmithing and carpentry system.
The clothing should go under armor, but currently it doesn't. So, you kinda look half naked with leather armor.
The dungeons (while i have minimal experience with them) seem interesting. They are very far underground.
Mithril seems to have little to no use what so ever.

To be honest, I could probably fix up the crafting myself, but I'm not going to spend the money on models to do so.

Still, it'll offer several hours of game play and The Labrynth community I played on in multiplayer was pretty nice..
CRAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAZY
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Currently 2 broken achievements. I'll write an actual review when\/if they get fixed.. Welll What can I say Ik what was gonna
Happen I mean title says it all lol 2 Girls are Madly in Love And wanna go further And by Doing that they will stop at Nothing
From Having Good time. Thats it haha Loved the Short simple VN And its yuri I mean who doesnt love Girl on Girl Action
right ^^ And as Always I Def recc this to Anyone who Is Fan Of Yuri Based VN Games.. If you're looking for a good farming
life simulator game like Harvest Moon this is not the game for you and you should check out Stardew Valley.
If you're looking for a nukige disguised as a farming life simulator then this is your kind of game.

The farming and animal raising aspect is way too watered down, the only way to raise money quickly and get good discount is
by doing all the lewd stuff. Playing it 'clean' takes too long and it became rather repetitive on the later half with nothing much to
do. Also the english translation is a bloody mess but its fine since there isn't much story in it anyway.

I'm only recommending it because the art is fantastic and I know what I'm getting myself into.. Pros:
-80 levels of content (and maybe the community made ones). They are a mix of alot of jumping, perfectly timing events and
well basically trying not to die.
-Challenging puzzles. Each level feels unique so far.
-Weird but amusing game mechanics. It gets some time to get used to it but the mechanics are logical and interesting to
experiment with.
-Cute characters.
-Level editor. It has all the tools needed to put your ideas in one level.
Cons:
-Althought there is some story implemented, the focus seems not to be on it.
-The controls feel a bit weird at the begining.
-I dont really understand how does one get cosmetic items and can you aim for a specific one.
. Like a Piratey version of Banished, but without any updates since May 2015 you'd be better off playing Banished and not
wasting your time on this.. Played pirated copy since the initial release when I was a kid. Started my career and bought
everything and play again with by brothers. Endless fun, crazy combat, hours of farming, tons of weird weapons. Now I replay
every thing again, waiting for Borderland 3 Steam release.

Borderland 2 is a legendary game!. I can play on the web with a bad UI the original. 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775. Surprised at how much hate
this game is getting from the community, i finally got around to playing it and I find it to be very fun, not worth full retail but
can be picked up cheap WITH all the dlc. Rhythm racing is a new challenge but fun. One great feature is the ability to freeplay
any map which is something that has been lacking in previous games. I am a really big fan of the series and prefer MvA over
MxGp. As a casual player the game is great, and the bots can be challenging if youre not paying attention. I do recommend this
game when it goes on sale. Also some people complained of issues running the game, I have a Ryzen 5 2600 with a gtx1060 and
the game is very playable but your mileage may vary.. If you took Duck Hunt and mixed it with cheesy 80s action films you
would get Duckpocalypse, its a great little game that gives an awesome twist to the original Duck hunt

https:\/\/youtu.be\/pAnxO4Z8d1M
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